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Top Five Bikes with 150cc successfully established itself an important player in the Indian bike
market by offering various models. The company entered in the business of manufacturing two-
wheeler motorcycle in 1949 by launching the model D. After that the company made itself a leading
bike manufacturer by offering various model and won the heart of people. Today it is known as a
world's leading bike manufacturing company and offers reliable products at affordable price. It is
also known as the most reputed brand in the Indian car market and launched class-leading bikes in
India. Besides, the company also planning to introduce various new Bies model in india 2012.

Bajaj Pulsar 150DTS-i

Bajaj pulsar had tried to upgrade their bike to a higher platform. It has given very sporty and stylish
looks with high torque. Its light digital cockpit gives clear visibility in day and night. The superior
suspension makes ride comfortable on all terrains. The frame is strengthen with 1320mm
wheelbase resulting in more strength and high stability with exceptionally tight turning radius.

Honda Unicorn

It is just like a sport bike loved by youngsters. It has given very tight competition to its rivalries.  The
bike comes loaded with 4 stoke, single cylinder, air cooled OHC. It develops maximum torque of
12.8Nm at 5500rpm. It delivers impressive mileage of 55-57kmpl that makes it  more likeable. It has
five speed gear box, the bike is also equipped with latest machinery, resulting in enhanced
performance. It is appreciated for its class performance and great looks.

Hero Honda CBZ X-Treme

It will be counted in heavy bikes, being very powerful in its performance it is loved by bike lovers. It
has average mileage that is 50kmpl in the city. It is loaded with a 4 stroke, air cooled, single cylinder
and OHC engine that comes with 149.2cc of displacement. It generates peak torque of 12.8Nm at
6,000rpm. Its a nice bike with smooth performance.

Hero Honda Hunk

Hero Honda Hunk has very astonished look, very stylish and majestic appeal. Its side skirt is highly
noticeable and gives sporty look to the bike. Hero Honda Hunk boasts a 5 speed gear box, the
clutch is smooth and gears can be shifted with slight effort. The front wheel has a 240 mm disc
break and rear wheel has  130 mm drum breaks. It is very much loved by the young generation.

Apache RTR 150

Apache RTR 150 looks very sporty and has new features like battery indicator, digital speed and
fuel gauge. When it comes to the performance the new Apache leads in it. It is highly comfortable in
riding.  It gives mileage of 50-55kmpl which is pretty decent, it also has the new pedal disc with a
option of rear disc.  But yes it is a bit hard while driving not being very big negative point about it.
The bike is doing great in the market.
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Auto Infoz - About Author:
Auto Infoz is a Bike expert having 11 years of experience in the automotive Bike industry and
complete information provider by AutoInfoZ.Com for Bikes, New bikes in India where user can find
out the latest a New Bikes India and a Bajaj Pulsar 150DTS-i.
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